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Recently, we attempted to monitor the radiation due
to beam loss in the RIBF by using ionization cham-
bers (ICs).1) Usually, we investigate the radiation from
the electrostatic diffraction channel (EDC) at RRC and
SRC. We would input the alarm signal from these ICs
to the beam interlock system (BIS).2,3) However, in the
case of the 238U86+ beam, for example, RRC, fRC, IRC
and SRC are used. Hence, we have installed the ICs
near the EDC of fRC and IRC. This time, we attempted
to input the alarm signal from the IC near the EDC of
IRC to BIS.

We considered the alarm levels of the IC from the
signals of the thermocouples (TCs) set at the septum
of RRC and SRC.2,3) According to this method, when
the temperature difference between the TC set near the
beam-irradiated part of the septum and the temperature
of the cooling water of the septum become 10◦C,4) the
alarm signal is input to the BIS. Hence, we compared the
temperature difference on the septum with the signal of
the IC near the EDC of IRC in the machine time of
the 238U86+ beam. The result is shown in Fig. 1. The
data showed little dispersion and the calibration curve in
Fig. 1 can be drawn. From this curve, we can recognize
that the voltage of the IC became about 8.5 V when the
temperature difference on the septum reached to 10◦C,
as showed by the red dotted line in Fig. 1.

From October 10 to November 30, the 238U86+ ion
beam was accelerated to 345 MeV/nucleon. The IC sig-
nal from 9:00 on 10/19/2017 to 9:00 on 10/20/2017 is
shown in Fig. 2(a). The adjustment for high intensity
beam was started from about 11:30 on 10/19 and con-
tinued to about 9:00 on 10/20. In this figure, we could
observe many peaks whose intensities ranged from 3 V
to 7 V.

The IC signal from 9:00 on 11/19/2017 to 9:00 on
11/20/2017 is shown in Fig. 2(b). From 9:00 on 11/19 to
9:00 on 11/20, the ion beam current was increased from
about 5800 enA to 6000 enA. These ion beam currents
reached the maximum values during this machine time
of 238U86+ ion beam. However, in Fig. 2(b), we could
observe signals whose intensities were only about 1–3 V
and about 3.5 V at maximum.

We performed investigations by inputting the alarm
signal to the BIS during the machine time of 238U86+ ion
beam. However, in this term, we could not observe sig-
nals stronger than 8.5 V which was the estimated alarm
level. Then the BIS from the IC near the EDC of IRC
did not act in this term. From these results, we could
consider that the operation of the IRC in the machine
time of 238U86+ was completed favorably.
In future, we will investigate the beam loss at the EDC

of IRC using other beams in addition to the 238U86+

beam. In addition, in next time, we will investigate the
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Fig. 1. Correlation of IC voltage and the temperature differ-

ence on the septum.

Fig. 2. Signals from the IC installed near the EDC of IRC.

a) The signal when the beam was adjusted.

b) The signal when the full beam was used.

alarm signal from fRC to BIS.
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Improvement of injection beam-orbit analysis of AVF cyclotron
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In order to increase the beam intensity of the AVF
cyclotron, the injection beam transport system must be
improved. As the first step of this improvement, we
have developed a calculation method of the beam orbit
down to the center of the AVF cyclotron from the ion
source by using the 4-dimenssional emittance measured
with a pepper-pot emittance monitor1) (PEM IH10), as
shown in Fig. 1. One feature of our calculation method
was the use of the 3D magnetic field calculated with a
calculation code to take into account the fringe fields of
electromagnets. The other was to implement a space
charge effect.2–4)

As reported previously, the beam-orbit calculation
with such magnetic-field distributions of solenoid coils
and quadrupole magnets was successful.2) Therefore, we
also renewed the model of the dipole magnet DMI23
shown in Fig. 1 from the hard-edge model of a dipole
magnet with a fringing field and pole-face rotations5) to
3D magnetic-field distributions. The result did not dif-
fer from that of the previous model. However, this has
helped us to find a practical beam energy by calculat-
ing the beam orbit with the 3D dipole magnetic field
including the fringing field.

In order to improve the calculation of the space charge
effect, we formulated a multistep-ellipse model instead
of a single-ellipse model. In the single-ellipse model, the
shape and beam-intensity distribution of the beam cross
section are approximated by an ellipse and by a uni-
form distribution, respectively. However, the real beam-
intensity distribution is not uniform.3) Therefore, we in-
creased the number of ellipses that keep the center and
give each ellipse the amount of beam elements that exist
within it.

To construct the equation of motion (EOM),4) a stan-
dard ellipse must be defined by the combination of
the average, standard deviation, and correlation of the
beam-intensity distribution. Multistep ellipses are made
by evenly dividing the ellipse, the radius of which is 6
times larger than the radius of the standard ellipse, into
30 ellipses.

First, the EOM including the space charge effect for
the beam element in the innermost ellipse is constructed.
Then, the EOM for the beam element located between
the second and first innermost ellipse is constructed from
the second ellipse. For the outer ellipses, the EOM is
constructed accordingly. The beam elements beyond the
outermost ellipse are neglected.

The result of the multistep-ellipse model is shown in
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Fig. 1. Injection beam line of the AVF cyclotron.

Fig. 2. (Left) Beam-intensity distribution measured with

I23viewer. (Middle) Beam-intensity distribution calcu-

lated by the single-ellipse model. (Right) Beam-intensity

distribution calculated by the multistep-ellipse model.

The ion beam is 4He2
+ at 15.4 keV and 250 eµA.

Fig. 2. Ion beam measured is 4He2
+ at 15.4 keV and

250 eµA. The left of Fig. 2 shows a beam-intensity dis-
tribution measured by I23viewer, which is a beam viewer
and is shown in Fig. 1. The middle of Fig. 2 shows a
beam-intensity distribution calculated using the single-
ellipse model. The radius of the single ellipse is 1.8 times
larger than the radius of the standard ellipse. The right
of Fig. 2 shows a beam-intensity distribution calculated
using the multistep-ellipse model. It can be seen that the
multistep-ellipse model reproduces the measured distri-
bution better than the single-ellipse model.6) The reason
for this is thought to be that each beam distribution of
the cross section on the beam axis is close to the real
distribution.
By these improvements, the shapes of the beam de-

duced from the calculated beam orbit have become close
to the measured ones. In addition, we plan to find a
method to evaluate these differences of shapes quanti-
tatively. However, the calculated central position and
beam angle were not always the same as in the measure-
ment. This is a problem to be improved in the future.
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